A conjugate code pair is defined as a pair of linear codes either of which contains the dual of the other. A conjugate code pair represents the essential structure of the corresponding Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) quantum code. It is known that conjugate code pairs are applicable to (quantum) cryptography. In this work, polynomially constructible and efficiently decodable conjugate code pairs are presented. The constructed pairs achieve the highest known achievable rate on additive channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a pair of linear codes (C1, C2) satisfying 2 l, (1) which condition is equivalent to C1
C2. The following question arises from an issue on quantum cryptography [1] (see also [2, 3, 4] ): How good both C1 and C2 can be under the constraint (1)?
We call a pair (C1, C2) with (1) a conjugate code pair.
In this work, a polynomial construction of efficiently decodable conjugate code pairs are presented. These code pairs are shown to achieve the highest known achievable rate on additive channels. For the construction, we use the method of concatenation.
The term conjugate code pairs [2] is almost a synonym for Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes in that a CSS quantum code is specified by a conjugate code pair (C1,C2) (put Cl = C1,C2 = C# in [5] ). CSS codes are a class of algebraic quantum error-correcting codes, called symplectic codes, or stabilizer codes.
Here we outline the arguments in what follows. First, we give a 'balanced' ensemble of conjugate codes. It is known that if the weight spectrum of a binary code is approximated by the binomial coefficients up to normalization, then the code has good performance [6] . This is also true if we employ syndrome decoding [7, 3] . We take this approach to argue that a good code exists in a balanced ensemble of codes by Lemma 3 in Section III. In fact, a large portion of a balanced ensemble is made of good codes by Lemma Fn \ {On}n where On C Eq is the zero vector, the ensemble A is said to be balanced.
We will construct an ensemble B of conjugate code pairs (C1,C2) such that both {C1 (C1,C2) C B} and {C2 (C1, C2) C B} are balanced.
Let T be the companion matrix [8] (the definition can also be found in [9] ) or its transpose of a primitive irreducible polynomial of degree n over Fq.
Given an n x n matrix M, Let M m (respectively, Mnm) denote the m x n submatrix of M that consists of the first (respectively, last) m rows of M. We put C(') {xTi'kl x X C Fkl} and C(') = {u(T-i)t k2 uCFq } for To proceed, we need some notation. We denote the type of x C IFn by Px [10] . This means that the number of appearances of u C Eq in x e Fn is nPx(u). The set of all types of sequences in Eqn is denoted by 7n (Eq). Given a set C C Eq, we put MQ(C) {Y C Py = Q}l for types Q C Pn(Eq). The list of numbers (MQ(C))Qpn( q) is a generalization of the weight spectrum, and is equivalent to the complete weight enumerator of C. The quantity (MQ(C))Qcpn( q) may be called the P-spectrum of C.
For a fixed type Q, we put JQ = {y CEIFn Py = Q}. We denote by 1P(Eq) the set of all probability distributions on Eq.
We have the next proposition, which is a weakened version of [3, Theorem 4] . This relates the weight distribution of a quotient code with its decoding error probability when it is used on the additive memoryless channel characterized by a probability distribution W on Eq, which changes an input x C Eq into y with probability W(y-x). as well as in that of quantum error correction. A quotient code C/B means an additive quotient group C/B, and can be used for transmission of information in the following way. We encode a message into a member of c C C/B, and then transmit a randomly chosen word in c. Clearly, if C is J-correcting in the ordinary sense, C/B is J + B-correcting. For the purpose of transmission of information only, dividing the code C by B does not seem meaningful, but this scheme has proved to be useful for transmission of secret information in the presence of eavesdroppers.
We mean by an [[n, k] 
VI. CONSTRUCTIVE CODES
For construction, we closely follow the approach in [12, Section IV-C].
We will retain the notation in the previous section, and construct a concatenated code pair (Li, L2) such that both quotient codes LI/L±1 and L2/L1 have small decoding error probabilities. i-th inner code pair be ((Di=, c C2e)), where the same pair is used t times. We will evaluate the decoding error probabilities of L1/L±1 and L1/L±1
We consider an asymptotic situation where R, = K1/N -> R*, and r, = ki/n -> r* while N, n -> oc; we fix 0 < r < 1 and assume k > rn for all sufficiently large n. We want t to satisfy tk > n to use all pairs in B, so that we put t = t(r) = 1/ri.
We say an [n, ki] code &) is A-good if J MQ(C) < (1Pn(jFq)Jl-)q-n(1-rc)A (6) for all Q C Pn(7q) \ {PO,}, where rc = ki//n. Then, the number of codes that are not q,n-good in {Cj (C1, C2) C B} is at most z= [Nq-,fj (7) by Lemma 2. For q,n-good codes, the decoding error probability is upper-bounded by
where an = lPn(7q)~is at most polynomial in n and Ro (j=1,2). We conclude that the rate 1 -2H(W), which is related with 1 -H(W) by the relation rc = (1 + rq)/2 between the 'quantum rate' rq and 'classical rate' rc, is achievable by the concatenated conjugate code for the additive memoryless channel characterized by W.
VII. AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE EXPONENT
Comparing (9) with the bound in [9, Theorem 2], the difference is whether the integer factor t(r) = 1/ri appears or not. Of course, a small t(r) is desirable. To improve this factor, it is effective to replace the outer code with another having a longer code-length for a fixed alphabet size. For this purpose, geometric Goppa codes are available. For example, codes obtained from the second Garcia-Stichtenoth (GS) tower of function fields [13, 14] can be used.
If we use the code obtained from the v-th field extension F,/F1 of the GS tower as given in [14] , the t(r) can be replaced by t(r) = [15] ; this bound is the broken line connecting these circles. The Gilbert-Varshamov-type bound 1 -2H2(6) for CSS codes [5] , where H2 is the binary entropy function, is also plotted. IX. REMARKS It is plausible that the exponent twice as large as that in Theorem 2 is attainable. This could be proved by use of the generalized minimum distance (GMD) decoding and by borrowing the idea in [11, Chapter 4.3] .
As stated in Section I, this work is motivated by the issue on quantum cryptography. The codes presented in the present work can be used as the main ingredient of the Bennett-Brassard quantum key distribution protocol or its variants as treated in [1, 7, 2, 4] , and the security of the protocol with our codes can be evaluated along the lines of [1, 7, 2] . 
